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A note from Elizabeth …

This e~book is Part One of a collection of creative writings of my guided 
meditations and an audio connection.  Some deviations occurred while 
recording, but on the most part these writings duplicate the recordings.   

Please feel free to use these writings and recordings in your individual and 
group meditation times.   

If you wish,  I am available to be with you as your 
meditation coach to create a meditation that fits 
your lifestyle and spiritual path.  
  

Contact information is on my website at: 
<http://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/lets-talk>
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ReSourcing Meditations

“To Source” means to draw upon the Source.  
“ReSourcing” is to draw upon the Source 

again…to return…to regain…
to simply realize for ourselves that 
“Our Source is Our Resource.”  

Realizing Source of calm, courage, confidence, 
certainty and creativity within you.

  

These ReSourcing Meditations are two complimentary processes.   When 
utilized on a regular basis, you will access a Source that is already here and 
always available within you and many creative possibilities can then be 
applied in practical and positive ways in your life. 
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ReSourcing - Returning to the Source
This meditation guides you, step by step, to access the Source 
within you; re-establishing a connection with what is at the core 
of all creativity, courage, confidence, certainty and calm.  
Once re-connected, all movement and direction in life is made 
from this base - from the Source - which is naturally within 
everyone.  It is that which is energizing and giving life to all 
that we are, all that we do, and eventually all that we have in life.   

 You may listen to this meditation here (20 min): 
<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/resourcing-meditations>        
              

The following is the written version of this meditation.  You may use it to 
guide yourself or a group of people.  Let me know if I can assist you in any 
way as you move forward in learning this mediation: 

<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/lets-talk>  
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A Guided ReSourcing Process: Returning to the Source

In this guided ReSourcing process, we will be bringing attention back into 
the Source…re-establishing a connection with what is at the core of all 
creativity…courage…confidence… and certainty.  Once re-connected, all 
movement and direction in life is made from this base…from the Source… 
which is naturally within everyone…it is that which is energizing and giving 
life to all that we are….and all that we do and eventually all that we have in 
life. 

“To Source” means to draw upon the Source…so re-Sourcing is to draw 
upon the Source again…to return…to regain…to simply realize for ourselves 
that “our Source is our Resource.”  From this direct connection with the 
Source, we are able to rise above the situations present in our life… to draw 
upon our infinite resources and move forward with a creative solution…one 
that is all-inclusive … a win-win for all concerned. 

To receive the maximum benefit from this process, we recommend that you 
choose a space that is free of telephones or any other disturbances and to sit 
in a comfortable chair…one that allows you to be supported for the next 20 
or so minutes…and yet one that you can remain alert through this process.   

We ask that you now close your eyes and to have your attention focused 
fully on what is being experienced throughout this ReSourcing process.   

Let’s begin by being aware of what is happening around you…notice the 
various sounds that are present…[pause]…simply being aware of what is 
now in your space…[pause]… 

Now … being aware of the body sitting in the chair…[pause]…notice any 
tight or tense areas in the body…[pause] 

Allow attention to go to these tight or tense areas…one by one…take your 
time and just lightly breathe through these areas…allowing them to gently 
relax and unwind…[pause]… 
  
Being aware, now, of the breath…notice the chest as it rises and falls with 
each breath…notice if the pace is fast or slow…being aware of the breath 
and how it is breathing the body now…[pause]… 
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As you continue watching the breath and feeling the pressure in your 
chest...do you notice the breath naturally slowing down?...[pause] 

Being aware, now, of a natural calming and relaxation that is occurring over 
your entire body…[pause] … letting go into this ease and calm …  giving 
over to this natural relaxation much like a slow current of water flowing and 
taking you gently down the river…letting go into this calming and relaxing 
feeling…[pause]…remaining alert and aware of what is being experienced, 
right now… 

Being aware, now, of any emotions or thoughts that are present…we are not 
going to do anything about what is coming into view…just simply being 
aware as it arises… allowing any emotions and thoughts to be present now 
in Awareness…[pause]…  breathing gently into any tensions that may arise 
with this…[pause] 
Now that we have in our awareness all that occurring around us, and going 
on within us…let’s take this one step further …  

We do this by asking ourselves: 

“Isn’t there an Awareness that is Aware of all of this?” …[pause]  

Nothing to think about…nothing to do...[pause]… 

Simply being aware of what comes up, naturally, in response to this 
question:  “Isn’t there an Awareness that is Aware of all of this?”… 

Nothing to do…just simply being aware…[pause]… 

Allowing what comes up in response to this question …[pause]… 
What is here?...how does it feel?...[pause]… 

Giving way to this… As That Which Sees whatever is arising…  

This is the Source…the core…Pure Awareness Itself… …it’s the Source of 
creativity itself…the Source of confidence … [pause] 

Realizing, now, with a certainty of knowing … what is Real and True ……. 
this SEEING is the Source of pure love … a natural sense of joy…the Source 
of all abundance and infinite possibilities…[pause]… 
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As you are giving way to this Source … the infinite resources flow from here 
like a fountain of abundant energy … you are contributing to life from the 
fullness of the being that you are…[pause] … 

At Source … all is complete and whole once again … everyone wins … 
[pause] 

Being here, there is an overflowing of gratitude for this connection to this 
powerful Source once again. 

Remaining as the Source of all… no matter what is coming and going…and, 
no matter what the situations in life are … remain true to this Source … this 
SEEING … that you ARE. 

We will end this process with Silence…revel in this realization and Truth of 
who-you-really-ARE … stay as long as you wish. 

Now, simply enjoy life as it is…knowing and experiencing…”our Source is 
our ReSource… 

[Remain in Silence for as long as you wish] 
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ReSourcing - In Life Situations

This guided meditation helps us to transcend situations 
in our lives and draw upon our infinite resources in order to 
move forward with creative solutions  — one that is all inclusive  
and a win-win for all concerned. 
  
It can be used for something that is calling for completion 
or expression in your daily life.  For example: a situation 
in relationship - or for a loved one who is experiencing pain 
or hardship - or in answering and following your own calling in life.    
(20 min) 

You may listen to this meditation here (20min): 
<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/resourcing-meditations>  
 

The following is the written version of this meditation.  You may use it to 
guide yourself or a group of people.  Let me know if I can assist you in any 
way as you move forward in learning this mediation: 

<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/lets-talk>  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A Guided ReSourcing Process: ReSourcing in Life Situations 

Now that we have realized our Source, it is significant to acknowledge and 
include the expansive and creative nature of who and what we are.  In this 
ReSourcing Process we will be expanding our Awareness to allow full 
expression and fulfillment to occur in our daily life situations … energizing 
and giving life to all that we are….and all that we do and eventually all that 
we have in life. 

This particular ReSourcing process can be used for something that is calling 
for completion or expression in your daily life.  For example … a situation in 
relationship … or for a loved one who is experiencing pain or hardship … or 
in answering and following your own calling in life.  

So, as we begin this process, let’s consider a particular situation you would 
like completion or expression in your life … take the time to bring it up into 
Awareness … here and now…[pause] 

Hold it directly in Awareness … just long enough to get the image of it…
[pause]…it is not to work out anything, mentally… we are just seeing it in 
Awareness and letting it be …[pause] 

Notice if there is any tension coming up in the body with this situation…
scan the body now to see…[pause] 

As you locate any tight our tense areas…take your time … just lightly 
breathe through each area…allowing these tight or tense areas to gently 
relax and unwind…[pause]…breathe through each area one by one…we are 
not trying to do anything about what is coming up at all…even any good 
feelings can show up in the body…we are just allowing a full open space for 
it all to be exactly as it is…[pause] 

Being aware, now, of the breath…notice the chest as it rises and falls with 
each breath…notice if the pace is fast or slow…being aware of the breath 
and how it is breathing the body now…[pause]…as you continue watching 
the breath and feeling the pressure in your chest ... do you notice the breath 
naturally slowing down? ... Being aware, now, of a natural calming and 
relaxing that is occurring overall in your body…give your attention over to 
this natural relaxation … lean into it now…[pause] 
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Remaining alert and aware of what is being experienced, right now … be 
aware of any emotions or thoughts that are present…we are not going to do 
anything about what is coming into view…just simply being aware of it as it 
arises… allowing any emotions and thoughts to just be there in Awareness…
[pause] …  breathe gently into any tensions that arise with this…[pause] 

Now that we have in our awareness all that occurring within us…we’ll take 
this one step further … we’ll do this by asking ourselves: 

“Isn’t there an Awareness that is Aware of all of this?” …[pause] just let 
what comes come…nothing to think about…nothing to do... 

Simply being aware of what comes up naturally in response to this 
question:  “Isn’t there an Awareness that is Aware of all of this?”… 

Nothing to do…just simply being aware of what is here in response to this 
question…[pause]… 

What is here?...how does it feel?...[pause]… 

Giving way to this… As That Which Sees whatever is arising…  

This is the Source…the core…Pure Awareness Itself…feel the Fullness of 
Completion that is here now…[pause] 

You may not know how it is going to turn out in this moment…but from 
Source it feels complete here and now…relax into this feeling of 
completion…rest in the knowing that it is done …knowing and feeling, with 
certainty, that we are now in the Source of creativity itself…the Source of 
confidence … the Source of all abundance and infinite possibilities…[pause] 

It is done…it is done…it is done…rest in this feeling of completion…[pause] 

Now, we have cleared any blocks and barriers to our natural creativity and 
we have fully allowed this situation to merge entirely into the Source, 
within us… 

We have completely given it all over to Source and are open to receiving an 
infinite array of possibilities and resources regarding “what to do?” and 
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“how to do it?” …these resources will just come about naturally in our day 
to day life in a relaxed and easy way…letting go into this natural ease and 
flow of Life living through us now … knowing and feeling that everything 
needed is provided in the moment…remaining in the feeling of completion 
no matter what the appearances…[pause] 

At Source … all is complete and whole once again… remaining as Source, 
there is a win-win for all concerned … being here, there is an overflowing 
feeling of gratitude for connecting with this powerful Source once again. 

We will end this process with Silence…stay as long as you wish…enjoy life 
as it is…knowing and experiencing…”our Source is our ReSource… 

[Remain in Silence for as long as you wish] 
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